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In 2011, a United States District Court Judge reduced an application
for attorneys’ fees by over $2.2 million. This case involved the confirmation
of an arbitration award which included payment of a percentage of the $3.1
million incurred in legal fees. After reviewing the “documentary backup” and
finding inflated hourly rates and excessive and unreasonable hours, the
court reduced the arbitration award by 70%.
The first example of “manifest error” observed by the court involved
fees for work performed by two employees which amounted to over $20,000.
On the billing records these employees were not designated as paralegals,
associates or partners. In response to this fee matter, they were identified as
“a visiting foreign lawyer” and “a lawyer from Germany,” hired to perform
legal work on this case during the summer of 2008. Since these employees
were not admitted to the New York State Bar they could not bill as attorneys.
The court noted that absent any evidence of their admittance, they could
only charge the prevailing hourly rate of legal interns or assistants in the
District. Billing at an attorney rate was unethical and manifest error. As a
result, the court found a 30% reduction in the inflated fees to be appropriate.
The second instance of improper billing constituted “excessive,
redundant, or otherwise unnecessary” fees which should not be awarded.
The billing documents presented to the court did not identify any of the work
performed. Under these circumstances the amount of duplicative or
excessively billed hours is nearly impossible to discern. However, the court
was able to ascertain from the vague documentation that counsel sought to
be compensated for more than 5,600 hours for an arbitration that lasted
approximately 39 months. This claim equates to counsel devoting 7 hours a
day, 5 days a week to this one matter. The court found that even with the
vague and inadequate recordation of the work performed, the amount of
attorneys’ fees sought was excessive. In order to bar hours that were
excessive, and therefore unreasonable, the court reduced the claimed fees

ATTORNEYS SHOULD ONLY BILL AT
THE PREVAILING HOURLY RATE FOR
OTHERS WITH COMPARABLE
EXPERIENCE AND SKILL IN THE
RELEVANT GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION
by 40%.
Implications for Legal Billing: As
demonstrated by the facts in the
above case, engaging in unethical
billing practices can lead to a hefty
reduction in claimed fees. In order
to protect against attorney
misconduct, legal bills should be
carefully analyzed with respect to
the individual performing the task,
the time expended, and to ensure
there is a thorough, accurate
description of the work. Attorneys
should only bill at the prevailing
hourly rate for others with
comparable experience and skill in
the relevant geographic location.
Clearly, lawyers not admitted to
practice in the jurisdiction cannot
bill at the same hourly rate as an
admitted partner or associate. In
addition, any employee rendering
services to a matter should provide

adequate documentation so that a
court can determine if the amount of
time spent on a task is reasonable.
Legal bills not in compliance with
these basic billing practices
represent a lack of billing judgment
and are not entirely compensable.
*Szczepanek v. Dabek, 2011 WL 846193
(E.D.N.Y. 2011). Full copies of court decisions
may be available through counsel or through
various Internet links or paid services.
By Maria Miglino

Sterling Analytics is a consulting and advisory firm that helps companies reduce their legal
expenses. Our proven methodologies are based on legal precedent, guidelines and ethical
standards that compel law firms to significantly modify improper billing practices. Although our
clients come from a broad range of industries with different legal budgets, they share a
concern about their legal expenses and are looking for solutions to manage outside counsel
while maintaining the highest service level standards. We are able to audit legal fees based
on our extensive database of proprietary benchmark data and our solid understanding of
traditional legal practices. Our process is fair, independent, cost effective and maintains
attorney-client privilege. We are able to measure the extent to which our clients' legal
expenses exceed industry standards, and will manage the negotiation and recovery of
excessive fees. To institutionalize cost controls, we assist clients by installing systems and
protocols that monitor billing activity and catch improper practices.
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